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Abstract

of

This article deals with the theory, methods, and application of formal concept analysis in security engineering. Because
the formal concept analysis is developed from mathematical theory, the first section gives a brief overview of
mathematical foundations standing behind this powerful method of visualization table data. The research part is devoted
to the application of formal concept analysis software on security components for the efficient selection of security
equipment. In the end, the results of the analysis are completely described.
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In the last years, completely automated techniques have been used in data analysis. However, when it is a little known
about the data, visual analysis can be very useful. Such an effective analysis is the formal concept analysis (FCA) allowing
to view non-trivial information that may not be obvious.
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The formal concept analysis is an excellent method of data analysis that visualizes graphically dependencies valid in
the tabular data which describe the relationship between objects and their attributes (Ganter & Wille, 1999). It
interconnects three components of conceptual processing of data and knowledge:
 Discovery and reasoning with concepts and in data.
 Discovery and reasoning with dependencies in data.
 Visualization of data, concepts, and dependencies.
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The integration of these three components makes FCA a powerful tool that has been applied in many areas of human
activities. It should be mentioned the interesting application in the area of:
 Knowledge discovery and data mining for the purpose to extract a hierarchy of mined information from
voluminous data (Lakhal and Stumme, 2005).
 Software engineering where the FCA is used for finding related artifacts from existing code (Cole, 2003).

Security engineering for the purpose of analysis and visualization of data related to terrorist activities (Farley,
2006). [1,2]
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The aim of this paper is to present FCA as an explorative and visual analysis providing the hidden non-trivial
information about input data.
2. Mathematical Foundations behind FCA
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FCA was introduced by Rudolf Wille in 1982 as a mathematical theory of lattices and ordered sets that were developed
by Garrett Birkhoff and the other authors in the 1930s. Therefore, it is also called the method of concept lattices or the
concept data analysis. This section describes mathematical foundations and conceptual structures related to FCA.
2.1. Fundamental Concepts
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The basic concept of FCA is the formal context representing the input cross-table data. It is a triplet 〈𝑋, 𝑌, 𝐼〉 where:
 X is a non-empty set of objects and elements of X = {𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , 𝑥3 , 𝑥4, , 𝑥5 } correspond to table rows.
 Y is a non-empty set of attributes and elements of Y = {𝑦1, 𝑦2 , 𝑦3 , 𝑦4 } correspond to table columns.
 I is a binary relation between X and Y puts by the logical bivalent value 1 (object x has attribute y) or 0 (object
x does not have attribute y).

Table 1. Formal context
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From a formal context, FCA constructs object – attribute pairs known as clusters where A is a collection of all objects
sharing all attributes from B, and B is the collection of all attributes shared by all objects from A. The highlighted
rectangles represent all formal concepts included in Table 1.

Table 2. Formal concepts
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In Table 2 above, there are formal concepts 〈𝐴1 , 𝐵1 〉 = 〈{𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , 𝑥3 , 𝑥4 }, {𝑦3 , 𝑦4 }〉, 〈𝐴2, 𝐵2 〉 = 〈{𝑥1 , 𝑥3 , 𝑥4 }, {𝑦2 𝑦3 , 𝑦4 }〉,
〈𝐴3 , 𝐵3 〉 = 〈{𝑥1 , 𝑥2 }, {𝑦1 , 𝑦3 , 𝑦4 }〉 and 〈𝐴4 , 𝐵4 〉 = 〈{𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , 𝑥5 }, {𝑦1 }〉. [3]
2.2. Concept-forming Operators
All formal concepts are ordered by subconcept-superconcept relation based on inclusion relation on objects and
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attributes. For formal concepts 〈𝐴1 , 𝐵1 〉 and 〈𝐴2 , 𝐵2 〉 subconcept-superconcept ordering is defined as 〈𝐴1 , 𝐵1 〉 ≤ 〈𝐴2 , 𝐵2 〉
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if 𝐴1 ⊂ 𝐴2 (if 𝐵2 ⊂ 𝐵1 ). It means 〈𝐴1 , 𝐵1 〉 is more specific than 〈𝐴2 , 𝐵2 〉 and 〈𝐴2 , 𝐵2 〉 is more general than 〈𝐴1 , 𝐵1 〉. [4,5]
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Then, the previous formal concepts can be ordered as follows: 〈𝐴3 , 𝐵3 〉 ≤ 〈𝐴1 , 𝐵1 〉, 〈𝐴3 , 𝐵3 〉 ≤ 〈𝐴2 , 𝐵2 〉, 〈𝐴3 , 𝐵3 〉 ≤
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〈𝐴4 , 𝐵4 〉, 〈𝐴1 , 𝐵1 〉 ∥ 〈A4 , B4 〉 (incomporable), 〈𝐴2 , 𝐵2 〉 ∥ 〈𝐴4 , 𝐵4 〉.

All ordered formal concepts of a given formal context create a concept lattice which includes all potentially interesting
concepts in data.
3. Application of FCA in Security Engineering
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Currently, there is a wide range of security features on the market. The security industry is constantly coming up with
new and modern components in whose technical parameters the average user gets lost.

FCA is the ideal tool for the efficient selection of an appropriate component with the required level of security. As a
method of exploratory analysis of object-attribute tabular data allows the easy orientation in requirements for security
systems. It provides a comprehensive overview of security components (objects) and their technical parameters
(attributes) due to the graphical visualization of dependencies contained in the data. Then, the analysis of the available
security equipment can be used to optimize the security design in the projecting of the security system.
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There is a large number of software tools used for FCA, e.g. the Concept Explorer which was used in this research
and which allows to:
 Context editing.
 Create a conceptual lattice.
 Find implications or association rules valid in context.
 Conduct an attribute survey.
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Concept Explorer creates conceptual lattices from tabular data where objects are situated in table rows, and attributes
are in columns. If the object has the given attribute, the box in the table is marked with a bivalent value 1, and if not, the
box is marked with a bivalent value 0. The next table depicts the tabular data with objects (laminated safety glass Stratobel
Security Burglary marked as SSB) and their attributes (resistance class, total thickness, weight, acoustic isolation, and
dimension) which are processed by the program as follows.

Table 3. Laminated safety glass Stratobel Security Bullet with technical parameters
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From such a context table, two kinds of output are generated by Concept Explorer software. The first is a graphical
image of the concept lattice in which the objects and attributes are interconnected according to how they belong to each
other. It is a collection of formal concepts included in input data and hierarchically arranged according to their subconceptsuperconcept relation.
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In the following figure is depicted the conceptual lattice where the highest point represents the set of all objects, the
lowest point represents the set of all attributes, and the individual points represent:
 Objects (white rectangles).
 Attributes (grey rectangles).

Connection to an object (black semicircle).
Connection to an attribute (blue semicircle).
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Fig. 1. Concept lattice of SSB glass in the environment of Concept Explorer software
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The created conceptual lattice can be modified in various ways. It is possible to form it into various forms, to
manipulate the names of its objects and attributes, or to set the different sizes of its nodes and edges. Also, we can display
only the required values.
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Fig. 2. Display of the required parameter P8B - navigating in concept lattice [6]
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The second output of FCA is a collection of attribute implications which semantically follow from others and describe a
particular dependency which are true in the input data. [7]
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Fig. 3.Example of attribute implications
5. Conclusion
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The research suggests that FCA is the perfect technique, as a method of visualization of hidden dependencies valid in
the data, how to select effective security equipment. In this paper, it was described the application of FCA to security
engineering for analysis of tabular data with security components and their technical parameters. Concretely, it was
analysed laminated safety glass Stratobel Security Bullet which has different characteristics and class resistance against
break-in and bullets. The object-attribute input data were processed in Concept Explorer software based on FCA, and two
types of graphical outputs were computed – concept lattice and attribute implications. Both results lead to a better and
straightforward interpretation of tabular data and to the efficient possibility of how to choose an appropriate security
element with the required level of resistance. FCA is a method which deals with object-attribute data set within a data
table with bivalent logical values. That is why the objects and attributes were converted directly to the binary tables. It
should be noted that this is the main limitation of FCA – preprocessing and conversion of attribute values into a set of
binary attributes. Moreover, if the attributes are fuzzy, it is not possible to realize analysis without conceptual scaling. [8]
This issue should be discussed in a future research paper by fuzzy logic describing fuzzy attributes that are more in
common in the real world.
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